The motion aftereffect (MAE) to drifting bivectorial stimuli, such as plaids, is usually univectorial and in a direction opposite to the pattern direction of the plaid. This is true for plaids that are perceived as coherent, but also for other plaids which are seen as transparent for most or all of the adaptation period. The underlying mechanisms of this MAE are still not well understood. In order to assess these mechanisms further, we measured static and dynamic MAEs and their interocular transfer (IOT). Adaptation stimuli were plaids with small (coherent) and large (transparent) angles between the directions of the component gratings and a horizontal grating, which were adjusted in spatial frequency and drift velocity so that the pattern speed and vertical periodicity remained constant. Test stimuli were horizontal static or counterphasing gratings with the same periodicity as the adaptation stimuli. MAE duration was measured for monocular, binocular and IOT conditions. All static MAEs were smallest for the transparent plaid and largest for the grating, while all dynamic MAEs were constant across adaptation stimuli. IOT was twice as big for dynamic MAEs as for static MAEs, and did not vary with the adaptation stimuli. Other adaptation stimuli were plaids that differed in intersection luminance, contrast or spatial frequency, resulting in different amounts of perceived coherence. MAEs and IOT did not vary with perceived coherence. The results suggest that the MAE for bivectorial stimuli consists of low-level adaptation (dependent on local component properties, small IOT), as well as high-level adaptation (dependent on global integrated pattern properties, large IOT), which can be measured independently with static and dynamic test stimuli. Ó
Introduction
The motion aftereffect (MAE) has long been a favourite means for probing psychophysically the mechanisms that underlie the perception of motion (Wertheimer, 1912) . Adapting to a stimulus moving in a particular direction for some time will make a stationary stimulus appear to move in the opposite direction or change the contrast thresholds of subsequent moving stimuli in a directionally dependent way (Levinson & Sekuler, 1975; Pantle & Sekuler, 1969) . The size of this direction-specific adaptation can tell us about the tuning of the mechanism in terms of direction, spatial frequency and other parameters. In the case of a bivectorial stimulus, like two super-imposed gratings (plaid) or two super-imposed noise fields, the MAE is usually unitary, i.e., the aftereffect appears only in one direction. Moreover, this MAE is in a direction opposite to the coherent motion direction, not opposite to the two component directions (Movshon, Adelson, Gizzi, & Newsome, 1986; von Gr€ u unau & Dub e e, 1992) . This is true, even if during adaptation the stimulus is perceived to be transparent for most of the time (Culham et al., 1998) .
Under certain circumstances, separate MAEs for the two transparent components of a complex stimulus can be shown to exist. One way in which this has been accomplished was to use top-down selective attention to boost one of the components during adaptation (Lankheet & Verstraten, 1995; von Gr€ u unau, Bertone, & Pakneshan, 1998) . It was found that the MAE to the attended direction was stronger (longer lasting) than the MAE in the control condition when no particular attention was paid. These experiments also showed that the MAE to the ignored (actively suppressed) direction was reduced in size with respect to control adaptation . Another way to show the existence of different component MAEs involved adaptation to a mixture of slow and fast components and testing with static and dynamic stimuli or with slow and fast dynamic stimuli (Verstraten, van der Smagt, Fredericksen, & van de Grind, 1999) . A bidirectional MAE was also obtained with bidirectional adapting patterns, where the two random noise fields with different directions were located at different depth levels (Verstraten, Fredericksen, & van de Grind, 1994a; Verstraten, Verlinde, Fredericksen, & van de Grind, 1994b) .
These experiments suggest that separate MAEs do exist for each of the components of the complex stimulus, perhaps in addition to the MAE for the more global stimulus. This means that adaptation to such a stimulus may take place at various levels along the motion-processing pathway, and that separable MAEs are created at each of these levels. These MAEs may be independent in that they have different properties.
The question also arises as to the locus along the motion-processing system for the generation of the MAE or MAEs to complex transparent stimuli. Two manipulations that can be used to assess the locus of MAEs are the following:
(1) Static and dynamic tests can be used to reveal different MAEs (Nishida & Sato, 1995; Nishida, Ashida, & Sato, 1997) . For a static MAE, the test stimulus remains stationary, but is perceived to be in motion in a direction opposite to the adaptation direction. For a dynamic MAE, the test stimulus is also moving or flickering, and the perceived direction is biased in a direction opposite to the direction of the adaptation stimulus. Static MAEs are believed to result from adaptation at lower levels in the motion system (Anstis, 1980; Braddick, 1980; Cavanagh & Mather, 1990) , while dynamic MAEs seem to reflect adaptation at higher levels or do at least also include effects at the higher levels (Nishida & Ashida, 2000) .
(2) Higher-level MAEs show more interocular transfer (IOT) than lower-level MAEs (Moulden, 1980; Nishida & Ashida, 2001; Nishida, Ashida, & Sato, 1994; Wohlgemuth, 1911) . IOT measures the relative strength of MAEs obtained by presenting adaptation and test stimuli either to the same eye or to different eyes.
In the present experiments, we measured the IOT for static and dynamic test stimuli, using transparent and coherent plaids as adaptation stimuli. In transparent plaids, the two component gratings can be perceived to move in their respective directions transparently over each other for most of the inspection time. One or the other can be perceived to be 'in front', and this switches over time . In coherent plaids, the two components are not perceived individually for most of the time, but appear to cohere together and to form a new pattern. This pattern moves in a different direction, which is some combination of the component directions (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Ferrera & Wilson, 1990 ).
Experiment 1
The purpose of this experiment was to measure the strength (the duration) of static and dynamic MAEs using transparent and coherent plaids as adaptation stimuli and static and dynamic gratings as test stimuli. Three conditions were compared:
• when adapt and test stimuli were presented to the same eye (direct MAE), • when adapt and test stimuli were presented to different eyes (transfer MAE), • when adapt and test stimuli were presented to both eyes (binocular MAE).
It was expected that the static MAE would reflect the properties of the plaid components, which differed in their orientation (direction) for the different adaptation stimuli. The static MAE was also expected to show little IOT. On the other hand, the dynamic MAE was expected to reflect the properties of the global stimulus and therefore be independent of the various adaptation stimuli, since global properties (except perceived transparency) were kept constant. It was also expected to show a larger IOT.
Methods

Adaptation stimuli
There were three adaptation stimuli: a transparent plaid, a coherent plaid, and a grating (see Fig. 1 ). All were constructed in such a way that they had the same global direction (vertically downward) and the same spatial period in the vertical direction (0.45 cpd with a drift rate of 5 cycles/s). All also filled a 10°diameter circular aperture. For the transparent plaid, the aperture was filled with two sine-wave-like gratings, oriented þ15°and À15°from vertical, with a spatial frequency of 0.87 cpd, and a duty cycle of 0.75. They had a contrast of 0.5 with an average luminance of 12.3 cd/m 2 , and were drifting at 2.5 cycles/s obliquely. For the coherent plaid, the aperture was filled with two sine-wave-like gratings, oriented þ45°and À45°from vertical. They had a spatial frequency of 0.32 cpd, a duty cycle of 0.75, a contrast of 0.5, an average luminance of 12.3 cd/m 2 , and were drifting at 2.5 cycles/s obliquely. A duty cycle of 0.75 was chosen for these stimuli, since it has been shown that they give clearly perceivable transparency (Stoner, Albright, & Ramachandran, 1990) . For the simple grating, a horizontally oriented sine wave grating filled the aperture. It had a spatial frequency of 0.45 cpd, a duty cycle of 0.5, a contrast of 0.5, an average luminance of 12.3 cd/m 2 , and drifted at 5 cycles/s downward. The rest of the computer screen was dark (0.27 cd/m 2 ).
Test stimuli
Two kinds of test stimuli were used (see Fig. 2 ). In the static test, the 10°circular aperture was filled with a horizontally oriented sine wave grating, that had a spatial frequency of 0.45 cpd, a duty cycle of 0.5, a contrast of 0.25, and an average luminance of 12.3 cd/ m 2 . It remained stationary. In the dynamic test, the same-sized aperture was filled with a grating with the same specifications, but which reversed contrast at a rate of 3.33 cycles/s. The rest of the computer screen was dark (0.27 cd/m 2 ).
Procedure
During a trial, one of the adaptation stimuli was presented for 20 s, followed by a test stimulus. The observer indicated by button press when the MAE stopped. A dynamic pattern mask (a random-dot display with a square dot size of 0.74°with individual dots cycling sinusoidally through a luminance range between 0.27 and 57.2 cd/m 2 at 2.5 Hz) was then presented for 3.6 s. This procedure was followed so that all trials were equivalent, and carry-over effects were minimized. It was found that the relatively short adaptation period of 20 s gave reliable and easily measurable MAE durations. Throughout, there was fixation on a central fixation dot. Direct (left-left, right-right), transfer (left-right, rightleft) and binocular conditions were presented in separate sessions. In the monocular conditions, the other eye viewed a dark blank screen. No binocular rivalry was experienced. Each data point is based on 20 trials.
Apparatus
The experiment was presented on a Macintosh 7600 with an Apple Color monitor. The observer was seated 57 cm from the screen, and the head was supported by a chin rest. A matte black partition with a luminance of 0.28 cd/m 2 controlled the stimulus presentation to the left or right eye exclusively (see Fig. 3 ). 
Observers
Data are based on a group of 5 observers, male and female, experienced and not. They had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.
Results
Pilot experiment
The two plaid adaptation stimuli varied in the direction of their component gratings. They were also perceived very differently with respect to their transparent appearance. In a pilot experiment, 3 of the 5 observers were shown 15 s long presentations of a number of plaids with plaid angles (orientation difference of their components) ranging from 20°to 100°. The plaids were made of sine-wave-like gratings with a duty cycle of 0.75, a contrast of 0.5, and a spatial frequency that was adjusted to yield a constant spatial period in the vertical direction of 0.45 cpd. The individual gratings were drifting at 2.5 cycles/s, which resulted in a constant vertical drift rate of 5 cycles/s. They appeared in a circular aperture of 10°with a central fixation point. While watching the plaids moving, the observers indicated in an ongoing way the durations for which each plaid was moving transparently (the two components appeared to slide over each other) or coherently (the plaid pattern appeared to move as a whole in a composite direction). The ratio of the total duration of coherent motion to the total of transparent and coherent motion was taken as a measure of the plaid's coherence, expressed as perceived coherence in % (see von Gr€ u unau & Dub e e (1993) for a detailed description of this method).
The results are shown in Fig. 4 . Perceived coherence is plotted as a function of the orientation difference of the component gratings. Plaids with a small plaid angle gave rise mostly to perceived transparency, while plaids with a large plaid angle were seen as mostly coherent. The plaids used in the MAE experiment below (indicated by arrows) were similar in their construction, so that the 30°plaid appeared to be transparent for most of the time, while the 90°plaid was perceived to be dominantly coherent.
MAE with static test
The data for the present experiment consisted of the MAE durations, averaged over the 5 observers. These durations (in seconds) are displayed in Fig. 5A as a function of the adaptation condition for both the direct and transfer MAE. The duration of the MAE increased as a function of the orientation similarity between the component gratings and the test grating [F ð2; 8Þ ¼ 11:13; p < 0:005; and F ð4; 16Þ ¼ 1:41; p > 0:27 for the interaction]. That is, the size of the MAE depended crucially on the local characteristics of the component stimuli. For all adaptation stimuli, the direct MAE was much longer than the transfer MAE [F ð1; 4Þ ¼ 36:5; p < 0:004], i.e., there was only a small amount of IOT (about 30%; see Fig. 6 ).
On the right side of Fig. 5A , the results for the binocular condition are graphed in the same way. A similar dependence of the binocular MAE on the orientation of the components was found [F ð2; 8Þ ¼ 13:6; p < 0:005]. The binocular MAE was about the same size as the direct MAE.
MAE with dynamic test
The results for the dynamic test condition are shown in Fig. 5B , using the same conventions as in the previous figure. In this case, the MAE duration did not depend on the orientation of the component gratings of the adaptation stimuli [F ð2; 8Þ ¼ 2:79; p > 0:1]. The size of the transfer MAE was again smaller than that of the direct MAE [F ð1; 4Þ ¼ 8:9; p < 0:041], but the difference was much smaller, so that an IOT of about 70% was obtained (see Fig. 6 ). The size of the binocular MAE was also constant across adaptation conditions [F ð2; 8Þ ¼ 2:5; p > 0:14] and was about as large as the transfer MAE.
Amount of interocular transfer
The amount of IOT in the static and dynamic test conditions is compared in Fig. 6 as a function of the adaptation conditions. Amount of IOT was defined as the ratio of transfer to direct MAE (in percent). This amount was fairly constant for both test conditions, but it was more than twice as large for the dynamic test (70% vs 30%) [F ð1; 4Þ ¼ 7:75; p < 0:05]. 
Experiment 2
Purpose
In the previous experiment, the transparency of the adaptation stimuli, a global property, was manipulated by varying the plaid angle. In order to keep the vertical spatial period and drift rate constant (also global properties), the spatial frequency of the component gratings had to be varied. As a result, the similarity between the orientation of the components and the orientation of the test stimuli changed. In this way, therefore, the adapt/test orientation similarity and the amount of transparency were confounded, and both could have determined the MAE duration. Since transparency/coherence is a more global or higher-order property, one would expect to find its effect more for the dynamic MAE. This did not occur, and the obtained difference in static MAE was therefore attributed to the adapt/test orientation similarity. In order to verify that the transparency of the adaptation plaids indeed does not influence the obtained MAE, we ran the next experiment, where transparency was manipulated in a different way.
In the present experiment, we varied perceived transparency using the manipulation of intersection luminance (ISL), as it was described in previous studies (e.g. Stoner et al., 1990; von Gr€ u unau, Dub e e, & Kwas, 1993) . There it was found that perceived transparency was high for ISL values corresponding to the luminance values of physically transparent stimuli and low for luminance values below or above that range. Here we made adaptation stimuli transparent or coherent by varying intersection luminance, leaving direction difference between components constant.
Thus transparent and coherent plaids did not differ in their component gratings. When measuring the duration of direct and transfer MAEs, one would therefore not expect differences for the two adaptation stimuli with static tests. With dynamic tests, differences would be expected only if perceived transparency during adaptation influences the duration of the MAE. As before, static MAEs are expected to show little IOT, while dynamic MAEs should result in a large IOT.
Methods
Adaptation stimuli
Transparent plaid: The plaid appeared in a 10°ap-erture on a dark background (0.27 cd/m 2 ) and consisted of two superimposed square wave gratings, oriented þ30°and À30°from vertical. Both had a spatial frequency of 0.45 cpd, a duty cycle of 0.75, a contrast of 0.5, and were drifting at 2.5 cycles/s obliquely downward. The intersection luminance was 9.83 cd/m 2 , which appeared darker than the dark parts of the gratings (18.9 cd/m 2 ) and was in the transparent range. This was determined in a pilot experiment (see Results). The vertical period of the plaid was 0.45 cpd, with a vertical drift rate of 5 cycles/s downward (see Fig. 7 ).
Coherent plaid: This plaid was identical to the transparent plaid, except that the intersection luminance was 29.4 cd/m 2 , which appeared lighter than the dark parts and darker than the light parts (57.2 cd/m 2 ) of the gratings and was in the coherent range (see Fig. 7 ).
Test stimuli
Same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure
Same as in Experiment 1. Two observers participated, one na€ ı ıve to the purposes of the experiment.
Apparatus
Results
Intersection luminance vs coherence
For each observer, the intersection luminance that resulted in good transparency or good coherence was first determined. To do this, the amount of coherence was measured for a series of intersection luminances (ISL had values from 6.06 to 36.3 cd/m 2 ). The plaids consisted of two superimposed rectangular gratings with spatial frequency of 0.45 cpd and orientations of AE30°, and other parameters as described for the adaptation stimuli. The observers were presented with the moving plaids for 20 s, during which time they responded continuously as to whether the stimulus appeared transparent or coherent at each moment. Perceived coherence in %, as defined in Experiment 1, constituted the measure of plaid coherence. The results are graphed in Fig. 8 for the two observers. Each data point is based on 10 trials. Both observers show high coherence when the intersections were brighter and mostly transparency when the intersections were darker than the dark grating lines. This corresponds to earlier results (Stoner et al., 1990 ). An ISL of 29.4 cd/m 2 was chosen for the coherent plaid in the main experiment, and an ISL of 9.83 cd/m 2 for the transparent plaid (see above). 
MAE with static test
The results for both observers agree very well. They are graphed in Fig. 9A as duration of MAE (s) as a function of the adaptation condition (coherent or transparent plaid) and test arrangement (direct and transfer effects) with the standard errors. Duration of the transfer MAE was considerably shorter than that for the direct MAE. The difference between the MAEs for coherent and transparent adaptation was not significant.
MAE with dynamic test
The results for the dynamic test are equally clear. They are graphed in Fig. 9B . In this case, the duration of direct MAE was practically the same as that of the transfer MAE. There was again no difference between coherent and transparent adaptation conditions.
Amount of interocular transfer
The percentage of IOT was significantly larger for the dynamic MAE than for the static MAE for both observers, as shown in Fig. 10 for both adaptation conditions. It was about equal for coherent and transparent adaptation.
Experiment 3
Purpose
In the previous experiment, the amount of coherence of the adaptation pattern did not influence the duration of the MAE, or the amount of IOT. In order to generalize this finding, in the present experiment, we employed two other ways in which to manipulate perceived coherence in plaid patterns: contrast difference and spatial frequency difference between the two component gratings, keeping their orientation difference constant. It has been found that perceived coherence decreases with increasing difference in these parameters between the two gratings (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Movshon et al., 1986) . As before, static MAEs are expected to show little IOT, while dynamic MAEs should result in a large IOT.
Methods
Adaptation stimuli
There were three adaptation stimuli, which were similar to the plaids used in Experiment 2, except for the following: the two superimposed square-wave gratings were oriented þ45°and À45°from vertical. For the coherent plaid, the contrasts (0.5) and spatial frequencies (0.45 cpd) were equal for both gratings. For the transparent (contrast) plaid, one grating had a lower contrast of 0.3, while the other had a higher contrast of 0.7. For the transparent (spatial frequency) plaid, one grating had a lower spatial frequency of 0.34 cpd, while the other had a higher spatial frequency of 0.65 cpd.
Test stimuli, procedure, and apparatus
Same as in Experiment 1. Two observers participated, one na€ ı ıve to the purposes of the experiment. 
Results
Perceived coherence for the adaptation stimuli
For each observer, perceived coherence was determined for the three adaptation stimuli in the same way as before in Experiment 1. Perceived coherence in %, as defined in Experiment 1, constituted the measure of plaid coherence. The results are graphed in the insets of Fig. 11A for the two observers. Each data point is based on 10 trials. Both observers showed high coherence when both components were equal in contrast and spatial frequency. Coherence was reduced for the unequal-component stimuli, more so for the experienced observer, and to a stronger degree when the contrasts were unequal as compared to when the spatial frequencies were unequal.
MAE with static test
The MAE duration for the static test is graphed in Fig. 11A . The direct and transfer MAEs did not differ for the three adaptation conditions, but the transfer MAE was only about half as long as the direct MAE for both observers.
MAE with dynamic test
The results for the dynamic test in Fig. 11B similarly did not differ for the different adaptation conditions, and, as before, the MAEs were much longer than in the static case, with the transfer MAE being almost as long as the direct MAE.
Amount of interocular transfer
The size of the IOT, graphed in Fig. 11C , again was equal for all adaptation stimuli, and more than twice as large for the dynamic condition.
This experiment thus showed that perceived coherence of the adaptation stimuli did not influence the size of the MAE or the amount of IOT. This point is emphasized by the individual differences for perceived coherence. Even though observer AP experienced much more coherence for the 'transparent' stimuli (especially with a spatial frequency difference), this did not result in differences in MAE duration. In creating the transparent stimuli for this experiment, components differed from each other in terms of contrast or spatial frequency, but also from the test stimulus on these parameters. No effect on MAE related to these differences was found.
Discussion
In these experiments, we attempted to show that complex stimuli like plaids adapt mechanisms at different levels during prolonged inspection. By using static and dynamic test stimuli, we measured MAEs that had different amounts of IOT and depended differently on properties of the adaptation stimulus.
Properties of the static and dynamic MAEs
The test stimulus was always the same and oriented horizontally. In the first experiment, varying the adaptation plaid by changing the orientations of the component gratings created different orientation differences between the adaptation components and the test. With grating stimuli, it has been shown that the static MAE is dependent on this difference (Over, Broerse, Crassini, & Lovegrove, 1973) . We also found this dependence: the static MAE was stronger for more similar adapt and test stimuli. The different size of the MAE in this case was not due to the different amount of perceived transparency of the adaptation plaids, since in Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 the transparency difference remained while the orientation difference was kept constant, with the result that the static MAE was the same for both conditions. The size of the dynamic MAE, however, was independent of the orientation difference between adaptation components and test and thus suggests that this MAE depends on adaptation at a stage where the individual components have already been integrated.
Static and dynamic MAEs also differed significantly in terms of the property of the amount of IOT. There was generally little IOT for the static MAE, while the dynamic MAE showed much larger or almost complete transfer.
Localization of the MAEs
Based on these differences in the properties of the two kinds of MAE (static and dynamic), one can speculate about the level in the motion pathway at which these MAEs may occur. Current thinking is that the static MAE reflects adaptation of the more primitive mechanisms at lower levels (Anstis, 1980; Braddick, 1980; Cavanagh & Mather, 1990) , like the direction-selective, but one-dimensional cells in V1, V2 or MT. Incomplete IOT would suggest a strong involvement of monocular units in V1. Dynamic MAEs, on the other hand, are thought to reflect also or mainly activity in areas that contain units with more complex receptive fields (Nishida & Ashida, 2000) , like the pattern cells in MT or cells in MST and beyond, which would also process more global stimulus aspects. Moreover, the existence of a purely global, high-level stage of adaptation has recently been shown by Smith, Scott-Samuel, and Singh (2000) with the use of especially constructed adaptation stimuli. These were locally balanced with respect to motion energy in the two opposing directions, but had a global directional bias. Our result that the static MAE was dependent on the adapt/test orientation difference, but the dynamic MAE was not, fits well with this conceptualization.
It is also fairly generally accepted that earlier mechanisms show less IOT than later mechanisms, partly because of the increasing binocularity of units in higher cortical areas. Thus, our finding that the static plaid MAE transfers little, but the dynamic one transfers much more or even completely, is also consistent with the idea that the static plaid MAE reflects adaptation at lower levels, while the dynamic plaid MAE is indicative of adaptation at higher levels. Both MAEs are measured with the same adaptation stimulus, thus adapting to a plaid sets up different MAEs at different levels simultaneously.
Transparent vs coherent plaids
In all experiments, adaptation plaids differed on the dimension of transparency, produced by a variation of either the angle between the components, the intersection luminance, or the contrast or spatial frequency difference. These factors rendered the various adaptation plaids very different in terms of perceived motion transparency. If integration of the two component gratings into a coherent whole is considered to be a second-order or global process, then the static MAE should not show an advantage for coherent plaids, while the dynamic MAE might. In general, there was no statistically significant difference for the different amounts of transparency, except for the static test in Experiment 1. As outlined above, the best account for this result, taking all experiments together, is the adapt/test orientation similarity.
With the dynamic test stimulus, for which global properties should be more important, no difference was found for the transparent and coherent adaptation stimuli. It is not clear whether this result is due to the invariance of vertical spatial period and drift rate, or whether it reflects the possibility that perceived transparency during adaptation does not affect the resulting MAE. This latter possibility is reinforced by the results of Experiments 2 and 3, where various manipulations of perceived coherence did not influence the results.
Binocular MAE
In the first experiment, it was found that binocular adaptation and test produced static MAEs which were comparable in size to the direct monocular MAEs. In the dynamic case, the binocular MAEs were comparable in size to the transferred monocular MAE. Especially the latter result is curious. Why should binocular adaptation and testing give a reduced MAE as compared to monocular adaptation and testing in the same eye? At the very least, this result points to a strong preponderance of binocular mechanisms for the dynamic testing, so that monocular mechanisms come into play only for monocular adaptation. Anstis and Duncan (1983) have suggested a variety of cell types, which might be involved here. Binocular cells can be either 'OR'' cells or 'AND' cells. The former would respond when either eye is stimulated (bin [OR] The results of Nishida and Ashida (2001) are also relevant here. They not only show that static and dynamic test stimuli access different levels of binocularity, but also that monocular and binocular neurons can interact in producing the MAE, which can be revealed by the IOT. This points to the great importance of binocular mechanisms for the dynamic MAE, but also to some contribution of monocular mechanisms. In contrast, static testing accesses mainly monocular mechanisms, with binocular mechanisms coming into play only when an unadapted eye is tested. This seems to underline the idea that static testing assesses mainly lower stages, and dynamic testing mainly higher stages, as already proposed by Nishida and Ashida (2000) .
Conclusions
The following general conclusions can be derived from the present experiments:
• The MAE of a bivectorial stimulus, like a plaid, consists of both low-level and high-level contributions.
• The low-level contribution depends on local component properties and shows a small amount of IOT.
• The high-level contribution depends on global integrated pattern properties, and shows a large amount of IOT.
• Static and dynamic test stimuli can measure these contributions independently.
• The amount of perceived transparency in the adaptation stimuli does not affect the size of the MAE or the amount of IOT.
